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Melbourne Day Quiz: questions and answers

  

  1. What historical event is dedicated to the Melbourne Day celebration?

The founding of Melbourne

The liberation of the city from invaders

Obtaining the status of the capital of the Australian state of Victoria

2. On which day is Melbourne Day celebrated?

February 5

March 15

August 30
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3. In what year was Melbourne founded?

1735

1835

1901

4. What anniversary did Melbourne celebrate in 2020?

185th

105th

100th

5. Melbourne is ...

the largest city in Australia

the southernmost millionaire city in the world

the oldest city in Australia

6. On June 6, 1835, Batman recorded in his diary that he had made a treaty with the local Wurungeri tribe.
What was the area of land along the Yarra River that Batman acquired under this treaty?

2,000 km²

10,000 km²

1,000 km²

7. In what year did Edward Genty and his brothers establish the first permanent settlement in Victoria off
Portland Bay?

In 1900

In 1734

In 1834

8. After whom or what did the city of Melbourne get its name?

After the British prime minister

After its founder

After a mountain on the south coast of Australia

9. Who owned Melbourne's first hotel?
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John Batman

John Pascoe Fawkner

William Lamb

10. What was the name of the ship on which the first settlers arrived?

Enterprize

Adventure

Argo
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Melbourne Day Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. What historical event is dedicated to the Melbourne Day celebration?
  The founding of Melbourne
  2. On which day is Melbourne Day celebrated?
  August 30
  3. In what year was Melbourne founded?
  1835
  4. What anniversary did Melbourne celebrate in 2020?
  185th
  5. Melbourne is ...
  the southernmost millionaire city in the world
  6. On June 6, 1835, Batman recorded in his diary that he had made a treaty with the local Wurungeri
tribe. What was the area of land along the Yarra River that Batman acquired under this treaty?
  2,000 km²
  7. In what year did Edward Genty and his brothers establish the first permanent settlement in Victoria
off Portland Bay?
  In 1834
  8. After whom or what did the city of Melbourne get its name?
  After the British prime minister
  9. Who owned Melbourne's first hotel?
  John Pascoe Fawkner
  10. What was the name of the ship on which the first settlers arrived?
  Enterprize
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